
User instructions for
Ricoh Theta 360bubble

Before you start you will need:
-  Ricoh Theta 360 camera
-  4-5kg of weight (depending on the water, salt water 
will require more weight to create negative buoyancy)
-  Ricoh Theta phone app

WARNING!
This housing is rated for 
use to a water depth of 
10 meters. Use at greater 
depths may result in housing 
failure and camera damage

1 spares kit:
- 2 small washers
- 2 large washers
- 1 O ring

1. Screw your Ricoh Theta camera onto the camera mount 
on the base.
It should line up with the logo for best fit.

2. Turn your Ricoh Theta on. Make sure the WIFI is enabled.
You may want to check it is linked to your phone app   
before you continue.

1 globe with 6 bolts

1 strap

6 small washers

6 wing nuts 4 large washers

1 base

In your box you will have:



3. Put the base with the Ricoh theta attached into the globe.  
Line up the bolts with the holes in the base.

HINT - with newly manufactured 360bubbles this can be stiff 
the first time. Try and push evenly around the base to help it.

5. Place one end of the strap over two adjacent bolts and 
cover each bolt with a large washer. Make sure the rest of the 
strap goes away from the base.

4. Put 1 small washer on each bolt. Then, on two opposite 
bolts screw on wing nuts. They do not have to be tight.
 
HINT - If the bolts turn as you screw the wing nuts, try resting 
your finger on the nut underneath to stop it turning.

6. Screw wing nuts on top of the washers. These do not have 
to be very tight yet, just enough to hold it in place.
 
HINT - If the bolts turn as you screw the wing nuts, try resting 
your finger on the nut underneath to stop it turning.

7. Thread your weights along the strap. If your weight has 
more than one slot, only thread it through one as you don’t 
want to secure it in place. You may need to slide it along the 
strap to achieve the correct balance.



9. You should now see a seal around the black O ring. Tighten 
the wing nuts evenly until there is 2-3mm of seal. Check there 
are no pieces of dirt or hair across the O ring as this may allow 
water in.

Aftercare. Once you have removed the camera, reseal and 
rinse with freshwater. Ensure that you dry off any drops with 
a soft towel to stop water stains. Rub some water dispersing 
oil on any metal parts to help prevent corrosion. Keep your 
360bubble sealed (with at least two wing nuts) during storage 
and transport to stop dirt and dust from getting into the globe.

11. If you wish to control your camera underwater you will 
need a case for your phone so you can interact with it. As WIFI 
signal is absorbed by water, once the 360bubble is underwater 
you will need to make sure the phone is touching the globe to 
operate the camera.

8. Thread the other end of the strap onto the two remaining 
bolts. The strap should make a loop to reduce unnecessary 
strain on the base. 
Once on, cover each bolt with the last two large washers and 
screw a wing nut on each.

10. Open the Ricoh Theta app on your phone and connect to 
your camera. If you do not wish to take your phone into the 
water set the camera to interval capture for stills and it will 
take photospheres at set intervals throughout your dive/swim. 
Remember to press record before you get into the water!


